Dear Human is a project created by Poets for Science in collaboration with *Dear Human at the Edge of Time* inviting you to speak to the Fifth National Climate Assessment.

DearHuman.PoetsforScience.org
Choose a prompt:

Letter to...
Write a letter or letter-poem addressed to one of your favorite “Human[s] at the edge of time” and recount to them some things that make you believe “the edge is not the end. We still have time to try.”

Love and hope...
Write about some things you love so much that they continue to inspire you to hope, and fight for their continuation.

If... then...
Write a response where each line begins with “If,” and imagine what could be possible by completing the statement with “then.” You could begin with Karen’s last lines to get you started: “If there’s more to do / than practice looking at the sun,” then...

Select and read a model poem on DearHuman.PoetsforScience.org

Write out your response, then take a photo and upload it to the map, or share your voice directly on the website

Your Name
Your Hometown